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Formal Complex Multiplication
in Local Fields
By JONATHAN LUBIN* and JOHN TATE
Let k be a fieldcomplete with respect to a discrete valuation, with a finiteresidue class field. Let A be the ring of integers in k, let 7cbe a primeelement in
A, and let q = (A: wA) be the numberof elements in the residue class field. Let WF
denote the set of power series f(T) E A[[T]] which satisfy the two conditions
(1)

f(T) _ rT(mod deg 2)

and f(T) _ Tq(rnodr) .

Two formalpower series are said to be congruent (mod deg n) if and only if they
coincide in terms of degree strictly less than n; they are congruent (mod ir) if
and only if each coefficientof their differenceis divisible by 7c. For example,
the simplestchoice foran elementf E WFis f(T) = wT + T q. By Lemma 1 below,
a unique series [a]f(T) E A[[T]] satisthere exists foreach a E A and each f E War
fying the two conditions
[a]f(T)

aT (mod deg 2)

and

[a]f(f(T)) = f([a]f(T)).

Let f(T) be any element of Ad. For each integer m > 1, let fm(T)
f(f(... (f(T)) ... )) denotethe mthiterateof f (T). Let Afm denotethe set of

elements X in an algebraic closure k of k such that ord X > 0 and fm(X) = 0,
and let Lfm = k(Af,m)be the fieldgenerated over k by these elements. We shall
show:
Lfm is the totally ramified abelian extension of k whose norm group is
the subgroup of k* generated by 7c and by the units congruent to 1 (mod wm),
For each unit u in k and each X E Afmwe have
(2)

(u, Lf,m/k)x= [u-1]f(X)

where (u, L/lk)is the automorphism of the abelian extension Llk associated to
u by the reciprocity law of local class field theory.
One special case of this result is well known, namely that in which k = Q,
(the rational p-adic field), c = p, and f (T) = (1 + T)P - 1. Then fm(T) =
= 1, and
(1 + T)Pm- 1, the elements X are those of the form C - 1, where CPm
Lfm is the fieldgenerated over Qp by the pm-throots of unity. In this case we
have [u]f(T) = (1 + T)U - 1 =
(U) Th for each p-adic integer u, hence
-1, and (2) becomes the well-knowncyclotomicreciprocitylaw,
[u]f(C - 1) =
the firstpurely local proof of which was given by Dwork [1].
* This work was supported by a grant from the Research Corporation.
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In the general case, we construct, for each ic and each f e 'F,, a formalLie
group law on one parameter, Ff(X, Y) E A[[X, Y]] (cf. [2]), which has A as a
ring of endomorphismsin such a way that T i-> f(T) is the endomorphismcorresponding to ir. Thus Afm becomes an A-module. We show it is isomorphic
to A/wrmA,
thereby obtaining an isomorphismbetween the Galois group of the
extension Lf,m/Ckand the group of units in the ring A/wmA;the procedure is
familiar from the case of extensions generated by roots of unity, or by division
points on elliptic curves with complex multiplication. In order to prove that the
isomorphismobtained in this way is the opposite of the reciprocitylaw isomorphism, we make use of the fact that all the formalA-modules Ff, for all ;c and
all f, become isomorphicover the complete maximal unramifiedextension of k.
In the number fieldcase, this follows from [3, Th. 4.3.2], because the formal
groups Ff's are full, with endomorphismring A.
1. The formal Lie A-modules
These can be constructed efficientlyby means of the following
and let L(X1, ***,Xj)
LEMMA 1. Let f (T) and g(T) be elements of WY7,
in
aX
be
a
with
There
linear
form
exists a unique series
coefficients A.
En=>
-, Xn) with coefficientsin A such that
F(X1,
L(X1, ***, X.) (mod deg 2),

***, Xn)

F(Xj

and

(3)

** Xn)) = F(g(Xi)

f (F(X1

** g(Xn))

Writing X= (X1, *--, Xn) and g(X) = (g(X1),
induction on r that the congruences

Fr(X)

,

g(Xn)), we show by

L(X) (moddeg 2) and f(Fr(x)) _ Fr(g(X)) (moddeg (r + 1))

have a solution Fr(X) C A[X] which is unique (mod deg (r + 1)). This is true
for r = 1, with F1(X) = L(X). Suppose it is true for some r > 1. Then
the next solution, F7+1, must be of the form F1 = F, + A4, where A, 0
(mod deg (r + 1)), and the equations

}

f(F7(X)) + w7(X)
(moddeg (r + 2))
Fr(g(X)) + w7rr1Ar(X)

f(Fg?1(X))
Fr+1(X)
show that we must take
A7(X)

_ f(Fr(X))
-

-

Fr(g(X))

(mod deg (r + 2)).

The coefficientsare in A because

f(Fr(X))

-

Fr(g(X)) _ (Fr(X))q - Fr(Xq)

0 (modi) .
0
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lim
r F7(X) e A[[X]] is obviously the unique solution of (3).
Now F(X)
Remarks. The completenessof A was not used in the proof. Moreover,the
proofshows that F is the only power series with coefficientsin any overfieldof
A satisfying (3).
For each f e T,, we let Ff(X, Y) be the unique solution of

+ Y (moddeg 2),

Ff(X, Y)=X
and

(4)

f (Ff(X, Y))=

Ff(f(X), f( Y)),

For each a E A, and f, g E IX we let [a]f,g(T) be the unique solution of

[a]f,g(T)_ aT (moddeg 2),
and

(5)

f ([ajf,g(T))

=

[a]f,g(g(T))-

We shall write [a]f instead of [a]f,f to simplifythe typography.
THEOREM 1. For series

identitieshold:
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

A,g, h e X,, and elements a, b E A, the following

Ff(X, Y) = Ff(Y. X),
Ff(Ff(X, Y), Z) = Ff(X, Ff(Y, Z)),
Ff([a]f,g(X),[a]f,g(Y)) = [a]f,g(Fg(X,Y)),
= [ab]f,h(T),
[a]f,g([b]g,h(T))
[a + b]f,g(T) = Ff([a]f,g(T), [b]f,g(T)),
[1]f(T) = T .
[7r]f(T) =f(T),

In each case one checks immediatelythat both the left side and the right
side of the identityto be proved are solutions to a problemof the type discussed
in Lemma 1, whose solution is unique. Sample: both sides of (8) are congruent
to aX + a Y (mod deg 2); and if we replace X by g(X) and Y by g( Y) in either
side, we see using (4) and (5) that the result is the same as if we substitute the
given side in f.
Equations (6) and (7) show that Ff is a commutative formal Lie group on
one parameter, definedover A. From (8), we see that [a]f, is a formal homomorphismof Fg into Ff. By (9), the compositionof two such homomorphismsis
reflectedin the multiplicationof the correspondingelementsofA; and by (10), the
addition of the homomorphismsis reflectedin the addition of the corresponding
elements in A. Taking f = g in these equations, we see that the map a 4 [a]f
is an injective ring homomorphismof A into EndA(Ff), the ring of endomorphisms of Ff over A, and by (11) we see that this ring homomorphismis unitary,
and associates f with r. Thus, we may view the Ff's not only as formalgroups,
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but as formal A-modules. From (9), with g = f resp. g = h, we see that [a]f,,
is a homomorphismof formal A-modules, not only of formal groups. Finally,
the F/s, forf e 7,,are canonically isomorphicby means of the isomorphisms
[l]fg; the isomorphismclass of the Ff's depends only on Ac,not on the choice of
f e hi. By (1), a formal group over A is in this isomorphismclass if and only
if it has an endomorphismreducing mod 7c to the Frobenius, T + Tq, whose
derivative at the origin is 7c.
Let L be an algebraic extension of k, and let M(L) be the maximal ideal in
the ring of integers of L. Given elements x1, * **, xOin M(L) and a formal series
x** ) is convergent to an
G(X, ..**, X") e A[[X1, * * , Xj], the series G(x1,*--,
element of M(L) if the constant termof G is zero. Moreover the identities (6)(11) will hold true after substitution of elements x, y, z, t in M(L) for the
variables X, Y, Z, T. These identities show that each series f satisfying (1)
determinesan A-module structure on the set M(L), for which the addition and
scalar multiplication are definedby
(12)
(13)

x + y = Ff(x, y)
ax=

[a]f(x) .

We shall denote the resulting A-module by Mf(L).
If L1 c L, it is clear that Mf(L1) is an A-submodule of Mf(L). If L/L1 is
Galois with group G = G(L/L1), then by its ordinaryoperationon the underlying
set M(L) an element z E G induces an automorphismof the A-module Mf(L);
this results fromthe fact that z acts continuouslyon L, and that the operations
in Mf(L) are definedby convergent series (12) and (13) whose coefficientsare in
k, and hence are left fixed by z. For differentf and g, the map x H- [l]f g(x) is
an A-isomorphismof Mg(L) onto Mf(L), and this isomorphismcommutes with
the inclusions L1 c L, and with the operations of G in the Galois case.
From now on we restrict our attention to subfieldsL of a fixed separable
algebraic closure k8 of k. For each f e Ti and each integer m > 1 we let Afm
=
denote the A-submodule of Mf(k8) consisting of the elements X such that wrm\
0. For f,g e IF we have X C Afm if and only if [l],,f(X) C A,,m. Hence the field
extension k(Af,m)/kdepends only on wl,not on f e IF; we denote it by L,r,m/k,
and its Galois group by G,,m. We let Af = Um=lAfm L, = k(Af), and GX=
proj lim (G~rsm).
THEOREM2. Let wcbe a prime element of A and let feG h.
(a) The A-module Mf(k8) is divisible.
(b) For each m, the A-module Afmis isomorphic to A/wtmA.
(c) The A-module Af is isomorphic to k/A.
(d) For each z e G7,thereexists a unique unit u in A such that zX = [u]f(x)
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for every X in Af.
(e) The map r + u is an isomorphism of G, onto the group U of units in
A, under which thequotients Gz,,m
of G correspond to the quotients U/(1 + wrmA)
of U.
(f) The element 7cis a norm from the extension L,,m/kfor each m.
In view of the isomorphisms[l]fg, we may suppose f (T)
Tq + 7cT. For
x E M(k8) the polynomial Tq + 7cT - x has all its zeros in M(k), the maximal
ideal in the algebraic closure k of k, and they are distinctbecause the derivative
f'(T) is qTq-l + Ac, which has no zero in M(k). Thus the roots of f(T) =
Tq + 7rT = x are in M(k8), and so Mf(k8)is divisible. The A-module Af,1,which
consists of the roots of the equation f(T) = Tq + 7rT = 0, has q elements, and
is therefore a one-dimensional vector space over the residue class fieldA/rA.
Statements (b) and (c) now follow, being true for any divisible torsion module
A over a valuation ring A, such that the kernel A, of 7c: A
A is one-dimensional over A/rA. An automorphismz E G.: induces an automorphismof the
k/A over a complete valuation ring A, the
A-module Af, and for a module A
only automorphismsof A are those of the formX [ uX, where u is a unit in A.
This proves (d). As for (e), the map z [ u is injective because Af generates L,:
over k. More precisely, the unit u is congruent to 1 (mod wmA), i.e., multiplication by u is identityon (A/lcmA)- Afm,if and only if z is identityon L,,m =
k(Afm). Thus the map z [ u induces an injection: Grm U/(1 + wmA) for
every m. The surjectivity follows by counting: Lt,,mcontains the roots of the
polynomial
XqM + ... + 2mX,
f (X) = f(f(*** (f (X)) ...
-

-

and hence those of the polynomial
~?m(X) yf(X)

-

f fm-1(X))

= (fm -l(X))q-1 + ic

which is of degree qm - qr-i, and is irreducibleover k by Eisenstein's criterion.
Thus the orderof Grm is qm - qm-l, the same as the order of U/(1 + wtmA),
and
the surjectivity follows. Passing to the inverse limit over m, we obtain G. -_U
because both groups are compact. Finally, if X is a root of the Eisenstein
= k(X), hence 7c is the norm of -X for the
polynomial Jm(X), we have Lx,,m
extension L,r,m/k.
2. The reciprocity law
Let T be the maximal unramifiedextension of k, and let a be the Frobenius
automorphism of T over k. Since L, is totally ramifiedover k, it is linearly
disjoint from T over k, and the Galois group G(LT/k) is the product of
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G: = G(L,/k) and G(T/k). For each prime element 7c in A, we can therefore
definea homomorphismr,: k* > G(LT/k) such that
(a) For each unit u E U, the automorphismrj(u) is identityon T, and on
L, is the reciprocal z-' of the element z E G. correspondingto u by the isomorphism of Theorem 2; and
(b) rj(w) is identity on L, and is the Frobenius automorphism a on T.
Thus for an arbitrary element a = uwtmE k* we have, by definition:

(14)

rj(a) = amon T,

and

(15)

(a) =[u1]f()
r7r

,

forX C Af .

THEOREM3. The field L,,T and the homomorphismr,,are independent of Fr.
For a separable algebraic extension K c k8of k we let K denote the completion of K, inside a fixed completion k. of k.. If K/k is Galois, then the
automorphismsof K over k extend uniquely, by continuity,to automorphisms
of K over k. Let 7c and co = uw, u C U, be two prime elements in A, and let
f E WIFZ
and g E WF.be two series of the type we have been considering,belonging
to 7cand to c, respectively. Let us admit the following lemma whose proof we
give later.
LEMMA 2. Let B be the completion of the ring of integers B in the
maximal unramified extension T of k. There exists a formal series 8(X) with
eX (mod deg 2) with s a unit, and
coefficientsin B such that 0(X)
(16)
(17)
(18)

00(X) = 0([U1AX)),
8(Ff(X, Y)) = Fg((X), 8( Y)) ,
0([a]f(X)) = [a]g(8(X)) ,

for all a

A .

Equations (17) and (18) express the fact that 8 is a homomorphismof the
formalA-module Ff into the formalA-module Fg. Since 0'(0) = s is a unit, the
inverse series 0-1(X) has coefficients
in B, so8: Ff Fg is in fact an isomorphism,
definedover B. Hence the map X + 8(X) is an isomorphismof Af, the torsion
submodule of Mf(kl), onto Ag, the torsion submodule of Mg(ks). Thus, Ag =
O(Af)c T(Af) = TL,, and, by symmetry,TL, = TL.. We conclude that TL, =
TL,(, both being the separable algebraic closure of k in TL,,.
We aim now to show that rj,(o) = rj(o). This will complete the proof of
Theorem3, because, wbeing arbitrary,it will show that all of the homomorphisms
r~,coincide on a given prime element a), and hence since a was arbitrary also,
and the prime elements o generate the multiplicative group k*, that the
homomorphismsr, coincide on k*. On the fieldT, the automorphismsrj(w) and
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r,(o)) both induce the Frobenius automorphisma. It will thereforesufficeto
show that our two automorphismshave the same effecton La.. By definition,
rj(o)) is identityon L., and since L. = k(A,) is generated over k by the elements
p = 8(X) for X C Af, we are reduced to showing
(19)

forX e Af

(X

(=(X))r~r

Now r,:(o) = r,:(u)-r,:(w)= za, say, where a is the Frobenius on T and is identity
on X, whereas z is trivial on T and carries X into [u-']f(X). Since the series e
has coefficientsin T, we have
O(X) rT(c)

=

(8(0))T

=

00(

)

=

00
([%

]]X))

=(

ON

the last equality resulting from (16). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
COROLLARY. LT is the maximal abelian extension of k, and r, is the
reciprocity law homomorphismfor it, i.e. rj(a) = (a, LET/k) for a e k*.
The firstassertion follows from the second, because LT contains T, and
the restriction of r, to U is injective. (If u C U, and rj(u) = 1 on Ll,,m,then
1 (mod wrm)). Let s: k* G(LT/T) be the reciprocitylaw homomorphism,
u
i.e., let s(a) = (a, LT/k), for a C k*. If Xris a prime element in A, then s(w) is
identityon L, = U L,,m, because Xris a norm fromL,,m for each m, and s(w) is
the Frobenius automorphismof T. Thus we have s(w) = rr(w) = r(wr),where
r = r, for all w by Theorem 3. Since the primes wgenerate k* this shows s = r
and completes the proof of the corollary.
We must still prove Lemma 2. In the numberfieldcase, we can use [3, Th.
4.3.2] to get a power series 8(X) with coefficientsin B which is an isomorphism
between the two formal groups Ff and Fg, so that (17) and (18) are satisfied.
It is immediate that 0`8ra C End (Ff), with (say) first-degreecoefficientv C U;
and since 8-'8'r[{]f = 8`'8rf and [co]f= '-1[a]g8= 8-1g8are two endomorphisms
of Ff which are congruent (mod w), they are equal (cf. [3]), so that vw = co and
v = u, which implies 0`06 = [u]f, that is, formula (16).
Another method, which works in the general case, is first to construct,
coefficientby coefficient,a series 8(X) satisfying (16). The constructionuses
the well known fact that the endomorphism(a - 1) is surjective on the additive
group of B, and also on the multiplicative group of units in B; (see [4, p 209,
cor.I for example). Let s be a unit in B such that so = su, and let 01(X) = sX.
Then, supposing that
8r(X) _ 0r([u]f(X)) (mod deg (r + 1)),

we tryto findbinB such that the series 0,+1(X) = 8(X) + bX'r1 satisfiesthe same
congruence to one higher degree. Writing b = as+1, the conditionon a becomes
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a- a

where c is the coefficient
of Xr+l in the series Or(X) - Or([ul]f(X)).
Such an a always exists, and so we obtain a series a = limOr satisfying (16).
Next, consider the series
C/r+l,

h - 0OfIfO-10[u]ff0-1 - 0[of]fO-.
It has coefficientsin A, because
h-

O='[j]?O-0

-

rfO1
OCU[u]fO-c - Oc

-

h

Moreover,

h(X) _ sseo->X= coX (moddeg 2),
and

h(X) _iOa(f(o-1(X)))

ot((o-l(X))q)

Ot(O--(Xq)) _ Xq (modw)

Hence, h C 1F,,.If we replace 0 by [lg1,O, then (16) still holds, but now g =
Oyf -1 = O[colfO-1.To show that (17) holds, we verifythat the series F(X, Y)
O(Ff(0-1(X), 0-1(Y))) has the properties characterizing Fg(X, Y): Since Ff
"commutes" with [W)]f,it is obvious that F= OFf/-1 "commutes" with
X + Y (mod deg 2). The remark
g O[=w]f6-1; it is equally obvious that F
after Lemma 1 shows that F has coefficientsin A. We verify (18) in the same
way, by noting that the series O[a]fO-1 has the properties which characterize
[a]g.
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